Rainforest at a Glance 2
Q 1) Compose your own Acrostic poem based on a plant, animal, insect of the rainforest. Try to focus
on sending the message about Conservation in your poem. Use the sample below to help.

Q2) Using the 3 panels here, choose words from each panel to put into 3 sentences, based on
rainforests to show your comprehension of the words. Example: The canopy of the rainforest is vey
leafy and doesn't allow much light through.

Q 2) Using the 3 panels here, choose words from each panel to put into 3 sentences, based on
rainforests to show your comprehension of the words. Example: The canopy of the rainforest is vey
leafy and doesn't allow much light through. In total you should have 9 sentences completed here.

Q 3 Select two flowers/trees/ plants from the 4 below, sketch and write 1-2 sentences about each
one.

Q 4) What happens every 20 minutes in the rainforests of the world?

Q 5) Tell us why rainforests are cut down in 2-3 sentences. The below slide will help you.

Q 6) What is happening to the world's population to demand such an increase of land to farm?
Expand in your answer, using evidence from below slide to help.

Q 7) Tell us in 2-3 sentences out 'Subsistence Farming' is. Use slide below to help.
Q8) Tell us in 2-3 sentences what 'Commercial Farming ' is. Use slide below to help.

Q.9) What are the effects of deforestation. Discuss 5 at least in your answer. Use the information
below to help you.

Q10) Logging companies are hired to cut down the trees of the rainforest by many different groups
of people:- corporations, governments, farmers etc. Write a letter to a 'logging company' expressing
your concerns about deforestation. Write 2-3 paragraphs. Use the information from 'Rainforest at a
Glance 1' from last week and this week's work to help you.

